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Abstract

The element determination by neutron activation analysis is commonly done by the relative method
using comparison standard materials. However, when a simultaneous multi-element analysis of an
unknown sample is carried out, this method requires an advance preparation of reference material for each
content element, their simultaneous Radiation with the sample, and measurement in a same condition. It is
indeed a demanding tchnique with the laborious work such as ar:ranging reference materials. On the other
hand, the ko method does not usually require reference materials, and allows easier and more accurate
simultaneous multi-element analysis, therefore it is widely practiced in many countries including European
nations. This report describes two kinds of ko software (KAYZERO/SOLCOI, ADVNAA) on their
characteristics and the results of environmental standard sample NST 1632c, NIES No.8, JB-3) analyses
using those software. As a result� both of those software accomplished an accuracy within about 100/ in
analysis of all but a few elements. They have both drawbacks and advantages in their characteristics and
features, although it might not be reasonable to compare two products with diffemnt development purposes,
commercial, or personal use.
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1. ko software
The two software products being analyzed hem are KAYZERO/SOLCOI and ADVNAA.

KAYZERO/SOLCOI was produced by DSM Research as a commercial product with the cooperation by
Prof De Corte (NW RUQ Gent Belgium) and Dr A. Smonits (KFKI, Budapest, Hungary) based on the
ko method developed by them. It consists of KAYZERO for mactor-neutron ativation analysis using
ko-standardization method and SLCOI for the calibration of Ge detectors and the coincidence correction
factor calculation. ADVNAA was developed by Dr. Ni Banfa and Dr. Tian weizhi of CLkE in China for
personal use.

2. Comparison of software functions

(1) System requirements
An IBM-compatible Personal Computer with DOS 321 or higher, mathematical coprocessor, and 2

Mega Byte of free extended memory is recommended for KAYZERO/SOLCOL Therefore in many cases
it does not n on the latest computers with Windows. Also, it is normally necessary to have a gamma ray
analysis software SAMPO-90 which is supported by this k software, since KAYZERO/SOLCOI requires
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Peak Table File (FM and spectrum file (SPE) for the analyses. SAMPO-90 runs on DOS, ad it requires a
computer with a smilar opar-ating environment as with KAYZERO/SOLCOL ADVNAA runs on
Windows, and thus it runs on the newer computers. The ADVNAA software that was used this time
supports two types of analysis software, SAMPO-90 and RES-PK firorn Kanazawa University) as an
exception.

(2) Calibration of Ge detectors
SOLCOI is used for efficiency computation and coincidence correction factor calculation. Calculated

effective solid angles are used to convert well-measured point source reference efficiency to the efficiency
for cylindrical vials containing all kinds of matrices at different positions relative to the detector SOLCOI is
a software product for conducting Ge detector calibration (calculation of the solid angle) with the capability
of calculating the counting efficiency of a desired measurement point by inputting the counting efficiency
measured at a reference position more than 20cm from a Ge detector and the peak to total ratio at the
desired measurement point It can also calculate counting efficiency in accordance with the sample shape
by inputting data such as the sample dimensions and density, when the sample has a large size or a large
thickness. In addition, coincidence correction factors of gamma ray can be calculated, although it requires a
detailed data input such as Ge detector shape, material, and density for the calculation.

ADVNAA calculates counting efficiency of an arbitary measurement point with a technique called EID
(Effective interaction Depth) law that uses counting efficiencies calculated in advance for 2 points to
calculate and input EID into the program. In this version, a user cannot change the counting eciency since
Us software was developed for personal use. EID law can be briefly illustrated in the following equation.

El E Pos.2 ----------- I02 +SO E))Y
162(E) ((Si + So E))y

Pos.1 . ....... . S,
source Si

Where, rack support-- I ------- ---
Ei(E), e2(E) : Full energy efficiency of E at counting position I and 2,

respectively so
4--

SI, S2: Distances from source rack supporter to source position I ad 2,
respectively

SO) Effective interaction epth for E, measured fir-orn source rack supporter Dele�tor

(3) Calculation of flux parameter etc.
KAYZERO calculates flux parameters a and f by the calculation based on the "Bare Triple Methed' and

and "Bare bi-isotopic monitor" method using Au and Zr respectively. Moreover, comparator factor (Fc) for
the comparator element used can be calculated.

ADVNAA can calculate f by the same method using Au and Zr. However, flux parameter a can not be
calculated nor the collection by dig calculation, therefore the user has to know the spectrum of the
irradiation position.

Flux parameter (a) is calculated by the next expression.

(a - b) Q�., (a)G,., IGh.1- aQO,2(ct)G,,21Gh,2 bQO.3(a)G,,31Gh.3 = 0
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A.,P.2 kOA. (1) -cpl AP.3 kO.A. (1) -PP'1a= b=
APl koA.(2) Cp,2 ASP'l kA.(3) -ep.3

Where,
Ap the specific count raw
QO(a) : resonance integral (IAE'+') to 2200mls cross-section ratio 10(aYao)

Q0 (a) = �Qo - 0.429). K,-- + 0.429/[(0.55Y (2a + 1)�

lo(cc) resonance integral for a El+cl epithermal spectrum
Ge : correction factor for epithernial neutron self-shielding
Gth correction factor for thermal neutron self-shielding
ko : ko factor of analyte

Ep : full energy peak detection efficiency

Moreover, flux parameter (O is calculated by the next expression.

G,,] kOA.(' E. Q0.1 (a) - G,,2 A'P'l QO,2(a)
f koA.(2) -, p.2 ASP,2

Gh.2 Asp - th', - kO-A. (1) -vP'1

ASP, kO.A.(2) e ,2

Where, I 'Zr/mNb(743.3k&V) and 2: "Zr. (724.2+756.7keV)

(4) Calculation of element concentration based on ko method
KAYZERO calculates the element concentration by using the efficiency corresponding to the sample

shape and the coincidence conwtion factor calculated by SOLCOL And it uses the conwtion of gamma,
interference, self shielding, self absorption for ou,/(Dq,, for accurate calculation.

ADVNAA can carry out orrection of the neutron self shielding, non IN reaction, 'U fission
interferences and gamma interim==, although it does not do the correction of the sample shape,
coincidence, or neutron spectrum using the flux parametor(a).

The concentration of an element in a sample based on the ko method is calculated by the following
equation.

NP It,

SDCW Gh'. f + G,' - O.. (a) -P PA i o6

P'� (Pg / g =
ASP'M ko.m ((a)) G,,.. -f + G,,. - QO'. (a) --p.a

pa : concentration of analyte a (in gg1g)
Np : measured net peak area
t, counting time
S satut-ation factor (-- 1- exp(46))
D decay factor (= - exp(-Xtd))
C counting factor (= (I -exp(-Xt,
W: sample mass (in giams)
f : the thermal to epithermal neutron fluence rate ratio (=Od4)
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(5) Report output
KAyZERO can output concentration, SD, DL using some options (Per gamma of one or several

measurements, Mean per radioisotope of several measurements, all gammas nuclides / measurements).
Moreover, the concentration of the element into the element; the nuclide, and energy can be saved in the file
by CSV (Comma Separated Value) format

ADVNAA can save the concentration and the en-or of each element to sample ID by CSV format

(6) Other functions
In addition, KAYZEROISOLCOI has the following functions.

Displaying and printing of PTF file

Energy calibration

Gamma rays spectrum display and output with SPE file

Monitoring of the flux parameter and detector calibration for QC

Calculation of self-shielding factor with thermal neutron

Fitting of calculated efficiency and P/T ratio

Fine tuning for adjustment of Ge detector

etc.

ADVNAA has the following functions.

-Three lands of analysis medx)ds the ko method, the relative method, and the both method) can be

selected for analysis.

Many samples can be analyzed consecutively by creating the Batch file.

Deduction of background

etc

(7) Operativeness
Although KAYZERO is a DOS application, its interactive input style makes it very user-friendly. Since

inputting of samples, iradiation, measurement information necessary for analysis are required for each
gamma ray spectrum file, it is designed to save the previous data to save time of inputting when input of the
same information is needed multiple times. In addition, its features such as the display of the manual from
the help"file and selections from the list show the developer's consideration for the user.

Since ADVNAA was originally developed for the purpose of personal use, it is unavoidable that there
are some restrictions in operativeness. However, this software can automatically carry out analysis of many

samples with fewer steps than KAYZERO, with minimum necessary inputs and batch file selection. On the
other hand, it needs caution upon input in the case of separate irradiation such as this experiment since it is
designed for the condition of simultaneous iadiation of monitor, comparator, and the sample.

3. Comparison of analysis results
Analyses were carried out in the PN-3 irradiation facility of JRR-3 (4h= about 1.6x 10" n/cm.2.s, �F about

4 I O? r��.s, IZ.,d= about 200) to determine the accuracy of KAYZERO/S0LC0l and ADVNAA that are
based on the k method that does not require standard material as with the comparison method. 50mg(N=3)
each of NIST 1632c, NIES No.8, and B-3's environmental samples were analyzed after iadiation for 0
seconds for short life nuclides and 20 minutes for medium/long life nuclides. In ts experiment the
differences in element concentrations appear to depend on each software product's calculation procedure,

,fibrary, and correction, since we used the same irradiation/measurement condition and the samey�ray peak
analysis results. For KAYZER0, the flux parameters of the JRR-3 PN-3 were a =0.092 obtained based on
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the Cd covered Triple monitor method and &3880 calculated with the Bare bi-isotopic monitor method.
For ADVNAA, the value f--6540 which was calculated with ADVNAA was used because the correction of
a cannot be calculated. The effect of this f value difference was within 02% from a comparison with
calculation for each element of interest, which was small enough to disregard. Element concentrations and
deviations of standard environmental samples (NIST 1632c, NIES No.8, B-3) by KAYZERO and
ADVNAA are shown in Tble 13. In this experiment KAYZER0 and ADVNAA analyzed 27 elements
and 29 elements respectively with accuracy within I 01o excluding a few elements.

4.Evaluation
The comparison between the two software products was conducted with manuals and documents on

them and with atually operating them and making analyses. As has been aeady mentioned, it might not
be appropriate to compare their specs, operationality, etc. due to their differing development purposes, but it
is sununafized below nonetheless.

The commercial product KAYZERO shows user-Eriendliness in its operationality. Its downside is that it

would not nm on recent hardware. It needs update for Windows.

ADVNAA, with its original "Home made, Home use" development purposes, needs modification in its

user interface for the general users. However, the procedure for analysis is simple and it enable the

user to choose the relative method.

They have both demonstrated similar accuracy for the number and concentration of elements. The
differences in element concentration were within the range of about 1 0% for all but a few elements with
both of those software products. It is suspected that these discrepancies were caused by the factors such as
the efficiency calculation method, the coincidence correction, and the flux parameters, since the basic
analysis procedure is identical. In addition, as the large deviation between the standard samples and a few
elements is due mainly to the large counting errors, it suggests that analysis with longer irradiation time is
necessary.

5.Conclution
Results of the comparison between these two types of ko software show that they have both drawbacks

and advantages in their performances and characteristics. The analyses of element concentration gave
similar results within about 1001o accuracy with both of those software products. However, a method such
as conducting an analysis with checking each element concentration using standard samples needs to be
established for users to carry out an activation analysis based on the ko method, as a quality control of
analysis values. And, it is obvious but a user needs to know the software fully upon operation I would like
to hope that users will be able to carry out analysis more easily and accurately with these types of ko
software becoming more sophisticated and widespread in the near future.
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Table. I Comparison of analytical results by KAYZERO and ADVNAA in NIST 1632c

Certified Value KAYZERO ADVNAA Deviation M
Elements Conc. ±Error Conc. SD Conc. Err (K-CYC (A-Q/C (K-AYA

(PPM) (PPM) (PPM) M (PPM) M
Na 298.8 4.8 287 0.031 294 0.68 -4.0 -1.6 -2.4

0 Mg 384 32 LD 318 28 -17
0 Al 9150 137 8880 0.65 9550 0.76 -3.0 4.4 -7.2

Cl 1139 41 1060 0.74 1190 1.2 -6.9 4.5 -11

K 1100 33 1030 0.24 1060 2.4 -6.4 -3.6 -2.8
0 Ca 1450 300 LD 1400 10 -3.5
0 SC 2.905 0.036 2.56 0.088 2.63 1.7 -12 -9.5 -2.7
0 In 517 32 531 1.4 510 4.9 2.7 -1.4 4.1
0 V 23.72 0.51 23.0 0.52 24.0 0.92 -3.0 1.2 -4.2
0 Cr 13.73 0.2 13.0 1.1 13.2 4.0 -5.3 -3.9 -1.5

Mn 13.04 0.53 12.7 0.32 12.1 2.8 -2.6 -7.2 5.0
0 Fe 7350 110 6680 0.48 7140 2.1 -9.1 -2.9 -6.4

Co 3.48 0.2 3.09 2.1 3.24 3.8 -11 -6.9 -4.6
Zn 12.1 1.3 LD 15.5 11 28
Ga 3 3.35 0.69 3.16 0.55 12 5.3 6.0

0 As 6.18 0.27 5.18 0.72 4.94 1.3 -16 -20 4.9
0 Br 18.7 0.4 16.3 0.24 15.8 1.4 -13 -16 3.2

Rb 7.52 0.33 LD 8.25 16 9.7
Sr 63.8 1.4 LD 65.4 18 2.5
Sb 0.461 0.029 0.512 2.73 0.542 7.4 11 18 -5.5

0 Cs 0.594 0.01 LD 0.623 15 4.9
0 Ce 11.9 0.2 11.1 0.77 11.3 5.3 -6.7 -5.0 -1.8
0 SM 1.078 0.028 0.806 1.5 -25
0 Eu 0.1238 0.0033 0.201(*) 0.31 62
0 Hf 0.585 0.01 0.447 2.2 0.482 4.4 -24 -18 -7.3

Th 1.4 0.03 1.27 3.7 1.28 4.8 -9.3 -8.6 -0.78

(*) : Not recommend value in KAYZERO

0 Reference value
A Information value
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Table. 2 Comparison of analytical results by KAYZERO and ADVNAA in NIES No.8

Certified Value KAYZERO ADVNAA Deviation M

Elements Conc. ±EzTor Cone. SD Conc. Em (K-CYC (A-C)/C (K-AYA

(PPM) (PPM) (PPM) N (PPM) M I

Na 1920 80 1990 0.13 2000 1.7 3.7 4.2 -0.50

Mg 1010 50 1020 5.2 1010 8.3 0.99 0 0.99

Al 3300 200 3390 0.11 3690 0.15 2.7 12 -8.1

K 1150 80 1160 0.53 1230 3.0 0.87 7.0 -5.7

Ca 5300 200 5190 4.4 5990 5.9 -2.1 13 -13

0 SC 0.55 0.54 1.0 0.558 3.0 -1.8 1.5 -3.2

V 17 2 16.0 0.12 16.9 1.5 -5.9 -0.59 -5.3

Cr 25.5 33.6 4.4 32.3 9.9 32 27 4.0

Co 3.3 0*3 3.42 4.0 3.39 5.3 3.6 2.7 0.88

Cu 67 3 LD 71.8 3.9 7.2

Zn 1040 50 1040 3.4 1060 8.2 0 1.9 -1.9

As 2.6 0.2 2.70 1.3 2.75 3.2 3.9 5.8 -1.8

0 Se 1.3 LD 2.02 34 55

0 Br 56 57.0 0.11 55.3 1.2 1.8 -1.3 3.07

Sr 89 LD 107 9.9 20

0 MO 6.4 8.14 21 27

Sb 6 0.4 5.30 0.16 5.46 1.0 -12 -9.0 -2.9

0 La 1.2 1.09 0.75 1.19 5.6 -9.2 -0.83 -8.4

0 Ce 3.1 3.40 4.4 9.7

0 Sm 0.2 0.168 0.77 -16

0 Eu 0.05 0.0421(*) 22 -16

0 Th 0.35 0.449 23 0.4 52 2.0 28 29 -0.66

(*) : Not recommend value in KAYZERO

0 Reference value
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Table. 3 Comparison of analytical results by KAYZERO and ADVNAA in JB-3

Certified Value KAYZERO ADVNAA Deviation M
Elements Conc. Conc. SD Conc. Em (K-CYC (A-C)/C (K-AYA

(Ppm) (Ppm) M (Ppm) (%)
Na 20300 20100 0.018 20600 0.99 -0.99 1.5 -2.4
Mg 31300 31800 0.44 31700 1.8 1.6 1.3 0.32
Al 91000 91900 0.26 99900 0.45 0.99 9.8 -8.0

0 C1 259 LD 321 15 24
K 6500 6260 2.9 6460 3.7 -3.7 -0.62 -3.1
Ca 70000 62400 0.46 71200 1.3 -11 1.7 -12
SC 33.8 31.9 0.39 33.2 1.3 -5.6 -1.8 -3.9
In 8600 8750 0.52 8720 1.3 1.7 1.4 0.34
V 372 411 0.26 427 0.70 10 15 -3.8
Cr 58.1 58.4 1.8 59.8 1.9 0.52 2.9 -2.3
Mn 1370 1370 0.24 1360 0.35 0 -0.73 0.74
Fe 82700 76000 0.12 82000 0.80 -8.1 -0.85 -7.3
Co 34.3 33.5 1.4 34.3 3.4 -2.3 0 -2.3

Zn 100 133 7.2 124 12 33 24 7.3
La 8.81 7.48 0.20 8.50 2.8 -15 -3.5 -12
Ce 21.5 20.2 4.8 -6.1
SM 4.27 3.58 0.11 -16
Eu 1.32 1.07 0.21(*) 1.33 2.7 -19 0.76 -20
Dy 4.54 4.74 1.4 4.4

Yb 2.55 2.47 0.27 2.25 1.5 -3.1 -12 9.8
Hf 2.67 2.64 13 2.99 12 -1.1 12 -12
Th 1.27 LD 1.65 8.8 30

Not recommend value in KAYZERO

0 Preferable value
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